Five sources of a dorsal root potential: their interactions and origins in the superficial dorsal horn.
The dorsal root potential (DRP) was measured on the lumbar dorsal roots of urethan anesthetized rats and evoked by stimulation of five separate inputs. In some experiments, the dorsal cord potential was recorded simultaneously. Stimulation of the L3 dorsal root produced a DRP on the L2 dorsal root containing the six components observed in the cat including the prolonged negative wave (DRP V of Lloyd 1952). A single shock to the myelinated fibers in the sural nerve produced a DRP on the L6 dorsal root after the arrival in the cord of the afferent volley. The shape of this DRP was similar to that produced by dorsal root stimulation. Repetitive stimulation of the myelinated fibers in the gastrocnemius nerve also produced a prolonged negative DRP on the L6 dorsal root. When a single stimulus (<5 microA; 200 micros) was applied through a microelectrode to the superficial Lissauer Tract (LT) at the border of the L2 and L3 spinal segments, a characteristic prolonged negative DRP (LT-DRP) began on the L2 dorsal root after some 15 ms. Stimulation of the LT evoked DRPs bilaterally. Recordings on nearby dorsal roots showed this DRP to be unaccompanied by stimulation of afferent fibers in those roots. The LT-DRP was unaffected by neonatal capsaicin treatment that destroyed most unmyelinated fibers. Measurements of myelinated fiber terminal excitability to microstimulation showed that the LT-DRP was accompanied by primary afferent depolarization. Repetitive stimulation through a microelectrode in sensorimotor cortex provoked a prolonged and delayed negative DRP (recorded L2-L4). Stimulation in the cortical arm area and recording on cervical dorsal roots showed that the DRP was evoked more from motor areas than sensory areas of cortex. Interactions were observed between the LT-DRP and that evoked from the sural or gastrocnemius nerves or motor cortex. The LT-DRP was inhibited by preceding stimulation of the other three sources but LT stimulation did not inhibit DRPs evoked from sural or gastrocnemius nerves on the L6 dorsal root or from motor cortex on the L3 root. However, LT stimulation did inhibit the DRP evoked by a subsequent Lissaeur tract stimulus. Recordings were made from superficial dorsal horn neurons. Convergence of input from LT sural, and gastrocnemius nerves and cortex was observed. Spike-triggered averaging was used to examine the relationship between the ongoing discharge of superficial dorsal horn neurons and the spontaneous DRP. The discharge of 81% of LT responsive cells was correlated with the DRP.